American literary studies"; it is not so much antebellum or postbellum as it is "interperiodic" and "transbellum," and goes on to look at how Whitman "writes prodigiously across the nineteenth century by continually retiming the war in his poems and prose," a retiming that has a profound impact on "his sense of national, authorial, and sexual identity"; argues that, "during and after the Civil War, Whitman became increasingly interested in Hegel and often used dialectics to write new poems, rewrite old ones, and revise his thoughts about that bloody struggle"; investigates how the Civil War "takes shape across [Whitman's] transbellum works not as a discrete upheaval but as a complex rupture" that is apparent in the later editions of Leaves of Grass, which "reframe that conflict as part of a dialectical history that outstrips the periodizing categories through which Whitman and . . . other transbellum writers [Frederick Douglass, Herman Melville, Emily Dickinson] are often grouped"; concludes by proposing that "the poems of Drum-Taps are not simply scattered by Whitman [in the various postbellum editions of Leaves]-they are dialectically interspersed, . . . so as to yield a more sequenced and patterned encounter with the war," resulting in a Drum-Taps that "reads as a decidedly more narrativized and historically cogent set of poems from 1872 onward," and one that indicates how "the war, as Whitman imagines it, is a rupture that will permanently change how labor is organized, both politically and technologically, in modern democracy": inspired by Hegel, Whitman's work takes a "futural turn" deriving from his "refusal to accept the troubled present as the solid horizon of political possibility" and his decision to make an "investment in deferral," putting his faith in "a capacious timeframe for democracy [Investigates "kinetic registrations" in poetry, the ways "our bodies" identify with "the kinetic activity in front of us" and the ways "the poem gets into the body as kinetic traces, reverberations we can turn back into words"; analyzes the "variable kinetic and tactile intimations" in a number of poets, including 
